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FORWARD

Education amendments in 1976 (P.L. 94-482) provide for

assistance to a wide variety of students with "special

The Special needs of these sutdents are derived from

COnditiOnS of the students which are believed to inhibit success

in vocational programs. Both handicapped and disadvantaged

individuals are to be served by the legiSlative provisions.

AcadeMiCally diSadvantaged students are those individuals

who, because bf math; reading; or communication deficiences,

may not be able to succeed in vocational programs. Legislation

has provided for research and develOpme-it projects to address the

needs of these individualS. The projects in progress have been

designed to respond to that call for research and development.

ThiS instructional guide was developed for the purpose of

assisting Data Processing teachers in their work with students

who are considered disadvantaged because of reading deficiency:

It was developed as a result of vocational reading research at

The PennSylvania State University: The guide is intended to be

presented at workshops in 1980 funded by the Poinsylvania Depart-

ment of Education.

Data Processing Reading Strategies" have been developed

according to certain distinct characteristics of reading require-

ments in vocational education:
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(1) Reading is a vocational skill; one that requires

reading abilities that differ from those associated

with general 1 iteracy.

mere is a difference between curricular literature

(textbooks and other literature which must be read

in the context of student status) and occupational

literature (manufacturers instructions, codes,

specifications; safety warninas etc.).

(3) Occupational reading skills are approprately

addressed in the vocational curriculum.

(4) There are strategies available to vocational teachers

which need little or no reading specialization.

(5) Available strategies reflect the unique qualities of

vocational reading; address general vocational

reading skill requirements; and are useful for

helping students disadvantaged because of reading

deficiencies.

This guide is NOT intended to be envisioned as the final word

in reading strategies; It contains examples of several strategies

believed to be useful for the vocational instructor seeking

methods that are specifically related to data processing

education. The instructors are responsibl2 for taking these

examples and applying them to their occupational specialties; Not

all of the methods will work for all data processing teachers or their



respective s t.uder, . mothOwi were designed to be adapted;

nit rigidly adhered to.

Companion R D poject_ au Penn State will provide useful

complementary aids. An Employability Skills CUrricUlum GOide

(Wircenski, McPherson, Fong, 1980) Will soon be available. That

guide addresses socialization; financial management; values clar-

ification job procurement; and communication skills: Four

other occupational specialties (Carpentry; Cosmetology, Medical

Assisting; and Radio and Television) will be the bases for

reading strategy guides (Thornton; 1980). These guides will

focus more specifically on other occupational areas utilizing

a format similar to the Data Processing guide.

Field testing during 1980-81 school year is expected to

result in additional refinements of the several reading strategies.

Critic'sm and recommendations are invite(! by all who receive these

materials. Correspondence should be addressed to

Director

Reading Intervention Strategies Project

113 Ra-ckley Building

The Pennsylvania State Unviersity

University Park; PA 16802

L. Jay Thernton

Project Director

1980
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READABILITY
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In order to plan for intervening in Situations of reading

deficiency, several pieces of information are required. First,

it must be knOWn how urgent the ability to read really is, in the

context of both curriculum and occupational requirements. ThiS

does not suggest that reading, in the general literaty sense,

may not be important. Educators clearly recognize that reading

ability is crucial if learning is to occur. What this first

question addresses is an examination of objectives and their

component tasks to ascertain how much reading is requited to

complete the tasks and, ultimately, the objectives of the course;

Although there has been hb research to date to distinguish

between curricular and occupational reading requirements (Reference

NOte
1

) it is not difficult to visualize differences between text=

book reading and; for example; manufacturers maintenance manuals.

When Arnold; Hill, and Nichols in Modern Data Processing (1978)

advised the console Operator to generally follow the procedures as

set out in the operating instructions sheet; it was intended that

the student of data processing read this literature. That directive

identifies two kinds of reading: that which is required to read

the textbook (curricular) and that required to read the manufacturer's

instructions (occupational). Previous research (De. W. Smith; 1974;

Thornton, 1977; Thbriitdh4 1980) suggests that there could be

SighifiCant differences in the readability level of sections of

textbooks dealing with specific tasks and the readability level

of literature pertaining to the porformante Of those tasks.



It is a fact that reading literature peculiar to an occupational

specialty at least implies that some form of reading is a vocational

Skill. Thus, the second bit of information must be collected: It

must be known (or decided) if the teacher; the school; and the

school district intend to address reading within the vocational

curriculum or as prerequisite skill. If reading is to be dealt

with in the vocational curriculUm, then all students must receive

some form of vocational reading instruction; If; however; reading

skill is envisioned to be prerequisite then the thrust of reading

in vocational settings would be toward dealing with deficiencies.

The strategies; in the latter situation, would be individualized

and delivered on a case by case basis.

The previous two pieces of procedural information are fairly

general; the third and fourth are specific; The third deals with

how difficult literature in a specific occupational curriculum is

to read. What is the readability level? The fourth deals with how

able students are in terms of reading ability. Can students read

literature necessary to succeed in a vocational program? We shall

deal with these issues separately.

Reaclabil_Lty. Procedures

Readability procedures are devices to estimate the grade

reading level (GRL) of selected pieces of literature. In other

words, a readability analysis determines the approximate GRL a

person must possess in order to read the literature analyzed. Note

the underlining of estimate and approximate. It must be cautioned

is



that, although these procedures have been validated by extensive

research; they are not the sole determinants of readability.

Muncrief (1975) discussed a variety of other considerations that

are involved in readability assessments. For our purposes of

matching literature assessment to student ability an index of

readability is a useful measure

There is a secord caution needed about readability procedures.

Preliminary results of current research (Reference Note
2

) brings

up serious questions about trying to find an average readability

level of occupational literature. For example; what does it mean

that the average (the word "mean" is normally substituted for the

word "average") readability level of a textbook is ninth (9th)

grade? Because the word average or mean is used, it can be assumed

that some of the literature is higher than ninth and some of it

lower. What the average does not tell us is the range of reada-

bility levels and the concentration (mode at any level) of

readability level:

In order to make sense out of that argument, a little must

be known of how readability assessments are done. When analyzing

a textbook (or any other lengthy piece of literature) random

samples are selected; These samples are analyzed and an average

of all of their readability levels is calculated. That average is

the mean readability level of the literature. We will get more

explicit about how this is done in the next section.

10 point out the problem with using the mean (average) some

hypothetical samples have been graphed below. The graphs show the



curve which would result it the frequencies of grade level of

samples were plotted on the graph. The vertical axis of the

graphs represents the frequency that samples were found to be

at a particular grade level. The horizontal axis represents

the specific grade levels. (See Figure 1)

All of the preceding graphs are of books at the ninth grade

readability level. But they all differ in the concentration

(mode) of levels. The point here is simply that the mean or

average can be a deceptive statistic. The analysis can still

be useful, providing the resOlts include the range and distri-

bution of readability scores sampled.

Two readability procedures will be discussed: (1) Fry

procedure (See Figure 2); and (2) Flesh procedure (See Figure 3)

A form for calculating has been included to simplify the

Flesh Formula calculations. (See Figure 4)
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2: 6kAPH FOR ESTIMATING gADABIEITY
by AWard.Fry; Rutgers University Reading Center, New Jersey
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Figure 2 (continued)

Directions: Use a stratified random procedure, at least five percent for books, morefor shorter mdterials. For example: If a book is 350 pages long, fivepercent equals_17.5. 350 17.5 equals 20. Select a starting number, forexample: 6. The first sample page is 6; then 26; then 46; then 66, etc.If one of the pages has no text proceed one page at a time forward until apage is found frohi which a sample can be taken.

FroM each of these pagesselett 100 word passages (alternate positions onpage from which taken. For
clamOle:_beginning,_middle, ending): Plot theaverage number of 11-,bi-e-s and average number Of Sentences per 100 words Ohthe above graph.

This Will give yogi theth è readability Of the b6Ok:

EXaMpje:

First 100 Words

Second 100 Words

Third 100 Words

Alerage

--ables Seftences_

124 6.6
141 5.5

_HS 6.3

141 6.3

Then plot the syllables and sentences far each sample. This i11 illustratethe range of readability for the literatilre being aria1md.

(O rifraticähd Ia1id y data, se Apili 198 aurnal ofReadi March, 1969 ReadtHIkther.)



Figure 3: FLESH READABILITY FORMULA PROCEDURE

There is one readability preCedure that is easily
used with the assistance of a simple calculator: The
Rc&l:--hFlesh (1949) Readability Formula involves a count
of he syllables in the sample and words per sentence_in
conjunction with a Mathematical formula. The result IS a
"Readlg EaSe Stbre" which translates into grade reading
level.

1: Count the words in the sample (100 words or more,
if available).

2. Count the nOMber of sentences:
3. Divide the total number of words by the total

number of sentences.
1. Multiply that total (average number of wordS

in a sentence) by 1:015.

1. COLint the syllables in the_sample.
_

Multiply the number of syllables by 100:
3. Divide that total by the number of words in

the sample.
4. Multiply that total by .846:

III. Add I and II.

IV. Subtract III from 206.835.
That is the reading ease score. It translates
accordingly:

R.E.__Sc_ore Grade R.E.Score Grade

115-129 1 80= 89 6
110-114 2 70= 79 7
105-109 3 60- 59 8.5
100-104 4 50- 59 11
90- 99 5 30- 49 14.5

0- 29 cologb
Grad.

Flesh, Rudbinn. The Art of Readable Writing. New York:
Harper and Brothers; 1949.

13

2.1



FlOure 4: Flesh Readability Procedure Form
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Minus

FiTure 4 (Continued)

R.E. Score

20-5.835_
r

206:835--
----t-

206.835

206.835

206.835_:_

206.835

206.835_

206;835--

206.835

206.835

206=835

206.835

onc 0,r
CP...1.0.)J

206;835

206.835

206.835

2106.835

206.835

206;835

206:835

206.835

206.835 ___
206.835

____

206835

?0-6 63c-

R.E. Scar Grade

115-120 1

110-114 2

103-109 3

100-104 4

90-99 5

80-89 6

70-79 7

60-69 8.5

50-59 11

30-49 14;5

0=29 Colleae
Grad.
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The tO)-(tbchik samOlO in Figure 5 demonstrates the rules.

Instructions for Calculations

WORD COUNT Fry: Count all words up to 100 words (may

end in partial sentence. Flesh: Count all words up to approxi-

mately 100 (end on full sentence):

Numbers such as 30; 1951; 27-A; L78G are all
counted as one word.

Hyphenated words one word.

Abbreviations one word.

Acronyms such as PVA, NSU; USA; AVA are each
counted as one word.

SENTENCES Fry: Count the sentences and determine the tenth

of a sentence when ending in a partial sentence. Flesh: Count

all sentences.

Parenthetical expression enclosed in rackets) is
one sentence even if contained in another
sentence.

Semi-colon or colon If there is a semi- colon or
colon in what we usually consider a
sentence, that is considered to be_another
sentence. The easiest way to handle that
is to count one sentence overall and add one
sentence count for each colon or semi-
colon in the sentence.

RECORDING Fry: Write down the number of sentences per 100

words. In the example the 100th word is "requires." There are 5

full sentences, plus the partial sentence ending "requires."

There are 7 words up to and including 'requires" and 21 words in

the sentence. Divide 7 by 21 (7 ; 21). That result is approximately

10



FIGURE ): SAMPLE WITH WORD COUNT OVER WORDS

1 2 3 /4 5 6 7

A SUBRUUTINE IS A STANDARD SEQUENCE OF

8 9 10 11 12 13
INSTRUCTIONS DESIGNED TO DIRECT THE COMPUTER TO

15 16 17 18 19 20
LARRY OUT A SPECIFIED OPERATION; ORIGINALLY)

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
THESE B; \SIC ROUTINES RECORDED IN A COMPUTER INPUT

29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37
MEDIUM WERE INCLUDED IN THE SOURCE PROGRAM AT THE

38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46
PROPER PLACE AND ASSEMBLED ALONG WITH THE REST OF

47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54
THE PROGRAM, IN OTHER WORDS) THE SUBROUTINES HAD

55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64
TO BE INSERTED AT EACH POINT THAT THEY WERE NEEDED

65 66 67 68 69 70 71 -72- 73 74 75
IN A ROUTINE AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 13-1. AS A RESULT

77 78 79 80 81 82 83
THEY WERE INCLUDED IN THE MAIN OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE

84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92
OF THE OBJECT PROGRAM; THESE ARE KNOWN AS OPEN

95
SUBROUTINES

94 95 96 97 98 99 100
A CLOSED SUBROUTINE IS ONE THAT REQUIRES

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108
PROGRAMMING ONLY ONCE SINCE IT MAY BE ENTERED

I()



FIGURE 5 (CONTINUED)

109 110 111 112 113 114
FROM SEVERAL POINTS IN A PROGRAM' As A MEANS OF

AVOIDING REPETITION OF THE SAME SEQUENCE OF

INSTRUCTIONS IN DIFFERENT PLACES IN THE MAIN

ROUTINE CONTROL MAY BE TRANSFERRED TO A CLOSED

SUBROUTINE FROM MORE THAN ONE PLACE IN THE MAIN

ROUTINE.

(ARNOLD; HILL) NICHOLS; 1978; OP; 253-4)

21



.33 -Thd -coundS to 0.3. Therefore; for the Fry sentence count

there are 5.3 sentences per 100 words. Flesh: Count to the end

of the sentence in which the 100th word occurs. Therefore, there

are 114 words and six sentences. Enter these figures on the form

and complete the _1 involved.

SYLLABLES Syllables are counted in the same way for each

procedure: An easy way is to count only those syllables over 1

for each word. For example:
1 2 3 4 5 6

A sub /rou /tine is 0 stan/dard se/quence of in/struc/tions
7 8 9 10

de/Signed to di/rect the com/pu/ter to car/ry out a
12 13 14 15 16

spec/i/fieJ op /er /a /tion:

Complete the counting for the entire passage in the same manner.

Your total then is added to the total number of words (100 for

Fry; 107 fOr Flesh; in this example). That gives you the total

syllable count:

RECORDING fry: Write down the total number of syllables.

On the graph plot the total syllables (across) to the number of

sentences per 100 words. That will give you the approximate

readability level of that passage: Flesh: Write down the number

of syllables in the space on the form and complete the mark as

noted. Then add x and y and subtract that figure from 206.835.

That is the Reading Ease score and translates to grade level on

the chart.

The total sample syllable count and results for Flesh and

Fry methods follow in Figure 6.
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F I,, URE 6: SANIF>L-.. TEXT WITH SYLLABLES MARKED

A SUB/ROU/TINE IS A STAND/DARD SEQUENCE OF

IN/STRUC/TIONS DE/SIGNED TO DI/RECT THE COM/PU/TER

TO CA::/RY OUT A SPEC/I/FIED OP /ER /A /TIONI

0/RIG/IN/AL/LY, THESE BA/SIC ROU/TINES RE/CORD/ED

IN A COM/FU/TER IN/PUT MED/I/UM WERE IN/CLUD/ED

IN THE SOURCE PRO/GRAM AT THE PRO/PER PLACE AND

ASREM/BLED A/LONG WITH THE REST OF THE PRO/GRAM.

IN 0/THER WORDS THE SUB/ROU/TINES HAD TO BE

IN /SERI /ED AT EACH POINT THAT THEY WERE NEED/ED

IN A ROU/TINE AS SHOWN IN FIG/URE I /3 /_ /L As A

RE/SULT THEY WERE IN/CLUD/ED IN THE MAIN

OP/ER/A/TION/AL SE/QUENCE OF THE OB/JECT PRO/GRAM.

THESE ARE KNOWN AS OP/EN SUB/ROU/TINES.

A CLOSED SUB /ROU /TINE IS ONE THAT RE /QUIRES

ON/LY ONCE SINCE IT MAY BE EN/TERED

FROM SE/V R/AL POINTS IN A PRO/GRAM;

Note that for numbers and acronyrs' each letter
(number) counts as a syllable.



The following results were obtained from readability analyses

of the preceding ';ample

Fry:

100 words

5.3 sentences

1b4 syllables

llth grade

Mesh:

114 words

6 sentences

15 syllables

R: E: Score 50:26

llth grade, but at highest end.

Exercise 1

Following are three examples selected from other sections

of the same textbook. Practice the procedure, marking syllables

and sentence count directly on the samples.



EXERCISE 1 SAMPLE 1

ON DIRECT -CCESS DEVICES, THE SEQUENTIAL

ORGANIZTION AND OTHER METHODS TO BE DESCRIBED LATER

USUALLY EMPLOY THE CYLINDER CONCEPT OF RECORDING DATA;

THE CYCLINDER CONCEPT MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO UTILIZE

DIRECT ACCESS STORAGE

iS ACHIEVED BY TAKING

ACCESS ARMS ON A DISK

DEVICES VERY EFFICIENTLY. THIS

ADVANTAGE OF THE FACT THAT ALL

DRIVE MOVE IN AND OUT IN UNISON.

IHEY ARE THEREFORE, ALL POSITIONED AT THE SAME TIME

OVER THE RELATIVE TRACK ON EACH RECORDING SURFACE.

HIS ALLOWS DATA TO BE READ OR WRITTEN ON THE SAME

TRACK OF EACH RECORDING SURFACE WITHOUT INTERRUPTION

FOR HEAD MOVEMENT.

EACH TRACK REPRESENTS A COMPLETE CIRCLE ON THE

DISK RECORDING SURFACE IN WHICH DATA IS RECORDED

SERIALLY BIT BY BIT;

(ARNOLD, HILL) NICHOLS; 1978, 156)

L5
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EXERCISE 1 SAMPLE 2

BROADBAND EXCHANGE SERVICE; WESTERN UNION'S

BNUAUbAND EXCHANGE SERVICE LINKS TWO SUBSCRIBERS OVER

TRANSMISSION CHANNELS THAT THEY SELECT AS BEST SUITED

TO THEIR COMMUNICATIONS NEEDS; BY MEANS 0 A VOICE-

DATA INSTRUMENT CONTAINING TEN PUSH BUTTONS) USERS CAN

SELECT THE BROADBAND WIDTH THAT WILL FURNISH OPTIMUM)

ECONOMICAL DATA TRANSMISSION (FIGURE 11-15). TYPE OF

TRANSMISSION MAY INCLUDE VOICE) FACSIMILE) OR DIGITAL

DATA AS CONTAINED IN PUNCHED CARDS) PUNCHED TAPE;

MAGNETIC TAPE, AND ELECTRONIC STORAGE DEVICES; THUS)

A FIRM DESIRING TO HAVE A PROBLEM SOLVED COULD UTILIZE

THE SERVICES OF A COMPUTER AT A REMOTE LOCATION)

POSSIBLY IN A SERVICE CENTER; SUCH SERVICES COULD BE

PROVIDED ON A CALL-UP BASIS THROUGH BROADBAND EXCHANGE

SERVICE CONNECTIONS;

(ARNOLD, HILL, NICHOLS; 1978, P . 216)



EXERCISE 1 SAMPLE 3

THE MAJORITY OF DATA ENTERING BUSINESS DATA

PROCESSING SYSTEMS MUST BE CONVERTED TO A COMPUTER

LANGUAGE COMPATIBLE WITH THE EQUIPMENT BEING USED; THE

BULK OF THIS TRANSCRIBING FROM HUMAN-READABLE DOCUMENTS

TO Cfl PUTER LANGUAGE IS PERFORMED BY OPERATORS USING

DATA ENTRY DEVICES; MOST DOCUMENTS ARE RECEIVED BY

DATA PROCESSING IN GROUPS OR STACKS CALLED BATCHES;

THESE BATCHES SHOULD HAVE ASSOCIATED WITH THEM A CONTROL

OR BATCH TICKET THAT SHOWS FROM WHOM THE DOCUMENTS WERE

RECEIVED; THE DATE; PERHAPS THE TIME; AND A DOCUMENT

COUNT (FIGURE 15-1).

CONTROL TOTALS OF QUANTITATIVE DATA MAY ALSO BE

PROVIDED; A CONTROL TOTAL IS THE SUM OF THE QUANTITATIVE

DATA RECORDED IN A COMMON FIELD OF EACH RECORD IN A

BATCH OF RECORDS;

(ARNOLD; HILL; NICHOLS; 1978 P. 308)
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SAMPLES: HOW SELECTED AND HOW MANY

It is important, if an accurate picture of the literature is

to be obtain J; that the samples to do analy2ed be selected at

random. Too many subjective errors would be introduced by merely

paging through the book; picking what appears to De representative

samples. The easiest way and one that is sufficiently random is

entitled a stratified random sampling.

In order to achieve the stratified random sample; it must

first be decided how many samples are to be drawn; A useful rule

is to select samples from 5 of the pages in the book. Remember,

however; that the more samples drawn, the more accurate will be

the analysis. That Point is demonstrated in the following analyses

(See Figure 7) of the tektbook under consideration in which 3; 6;

10, 15 re drawn. (Average was used in this case to distinguish

between results of analyses in which increasing numbers of

samples were drawn.)

It is recommended that 5.. sample or more be drawn for

dccuracy.

Procedure: Assume a book has 300 pages (not including

glossary or index): A sample requires (.05 x 3C0) 15 samples.

To establish the starting page diVide the total pages (300) by the

total samples required (15). That reS Olt is 20; Randomly pick a

number from 1-20. This can be done using numbers in a hat. That

number is the starting page. Let's assume it is 6. The i-OiliJAhdei-

of the pdges are selected by adding 20 to 6, 20 to 26; 20 to 464

Ot-c. until all the samples are drawn.



Figure 7: Sample 'graphs of GRL
Frequencies: 3; 6; 10, 15 Samples

SJ1i0les

L Mean 11.3 = Moah 10.6
ou

u
as

e-
a, w

,...

6 Sample

GRL F

7 1

8.5 2

11 1

14:5 2

0 7 8.5 11 111.5C.G.

Gr:iide Level
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GRL
rrect._

3

11 2

14.5
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11 14.5 C.G.

Grade Level
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Grade Level
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Now we know the pages Of the bobk we will use in the analysis.

If ,-nri of e pages contains no text (some may be pictures or

diagrams) save one page at a time forward or backward until text

is fetind. ft is also recommended that the sample 100 words be

selected alternatively from the beginning (B) and end (E) of the

pacje. There Fore, page 6 would he 6-B (for beginning); page 26-E

(fOr end) ; page zia-B; rite.

Exercise

Compute a stratified random sample schedule for the fall owing:

1. Textbook with 350 pages.

Textbook with 1000 pages:

3. Textbook with 525 pages.

If the literature you plan to analyze contains less than 200

pages; but more than 25; select 10 samples. For literature of less

than 25 pages; but more than 5, select every other page. For

literature less than 5 pages, take a sample of every page.

OH the following page (See Figure 8) is a form to assist you in

recording your findings. It is always a good idea to keep a file

Of literature analyzed:



leure I i Perord

Autho):

Title of Literature:

Publiser:

Publication Data:

Total Number of pages:

Percent of pages sampled:

Procedure used:

Page numbers from which samples were taken:

Highest readability:

Lowest readability:

Graph fbr Plotting Results

GRADE LEVEL
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SECTION 2

CLOZE PROCEDURE



STUDENT READING ABILITY

Diagnostic reading test scores are often available for

students in vocational programs. These scores, hOrMally on file

at the home school (in the counselors Office at the comprehen-

sive high scho01), are usefOl indicators of a student's general

reading ability; How well they relate to vocational reading

requirements is subject to conjecture. There simply haS not been

a concerted effort to separate vocational reading skill from

general literacy skill. Because of these unknowns it is strongly

recommended that you not accept a GRL score as final. Standardized

reading test scores are useful indicators, but they should be

supplemented with teacher made vocational reading tests.

A useful and highly adaptable reading test is the cloze

procedure

The doze procedure is an objective measure of language
correspondence _between reader and writer. It consists
of a doze (word) unit, a single occurrence of a
successful attempt to reproduce accurately a part
deleted from a message;_by_deciding from the context
that remains what the missing part should be (Taylor; 1953);

The CleZe procedure differs from vocabulary contextual
tests. Rathe than choosing omitted words because of
definition and purpose, the Ooze units are chosen
mechanically; every fifth word, for example, occurring
at any point in a continuous passage is omitted. The
doze design incorporates control against misrepresenting
strength/weakness in content vocabulary as an indication
Of the test subject's ability/inability to read (Thornton; 1979).

Any piece of literature can be dozed. That includes textbooks,

occupational literature, safety messages, codes, medical COntraindi-

cations, literally anything. The procedure is described below:
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1. Select a piece of literature.

2. Leave the first sentence intact:

3: Delete every fifth word.

4 Leave the last sentence intact.

5. Instruct the student to read the entire passage firsti

then begin filling in the blanks.

6. Instruct the student to bi aware when guessing is the

rationale for word selection, but to guess when other

rationale fails.

Scoring the test is accomplished as follows:

0-39.9 Frustrational level (Student will not be able

to read the literature)

40.0=69.9, Instructional level (Student will require

intervention to be able to read the literature)

70.2-100.0 Independent level (Student is able to read

the literature without intervention)

On the following pages five different cloze tests have been

prepared using on-the-job literature: The correct words which

have been deleted are listed following each example. (See

Figures 9-13)
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FIGURE 9: MICROCOMPUTER PROCESSORS

CLOZE TEST

USING CONSOLE ODT COMMANDS

6i1 THE HALT MODE

CONSOLE ODT COMMANDS ARE EXECUTED BY THE

LSI-11 PROCESSOR ONLY WHEN THE PROCESSOR IS IN

THE HALT MODE. WHEN IN THIS MODE)

PROCESSOR RESPONDS TO COMMANDS

INFORMATION ENTERED VIA THE TERMINAL

AND ALL PROCESSOR IS CONTROLLED BY

THE MICROCODE;

NOTE

FOR CONSOLE COMMUNICATION)

THE SERIAL LINE MUST BE

CONFIGURED FOR BUS AD-

DRESSES 177560 THROUGH

THESE ADDRESSES ARE INCLUDED

THE LSI-11 PROCESSOR MICROCODE

CANNOT BE CHANGED. IF

DEVICE RESPONDS TO THE

ADDRESSES) BUS TIMEOUT

IMSEMEIOSIIMMUMAIIIIMMANICSIAIIG,

37
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FIGURE 9 (CONTINUED)

ERRORS OCCUR AND THE PRO-

CESSOR GO INTO AN INFINITE

LOOP. THE ONLY WAY

GET OUT OF THIS IS TO

INITIALIZE THE

ASSERT THE

ON).

kMOMENTARILY

H SIGNAL LOW, OR

THE POWER OFF AND

THE HALT MODE ENTERED IN ONE OF

FOLLOWING WAYS.

EXECUTING A INSTRUCTION

PRESSING THE BREAK ON THE CONSOLE

TERMINAL ( FEATURE CAN BE DISABLED

REMOVING A JUMPER ON

CONSOLE DEVICE SERIAL LINE

0 DURING POWER-UP (POWER UP

CONFIGURED ON THE MODULE)

9 THE BHALT L SIGNAL IS ASSERTED

0 A Bus ERROR (BUS ERROR
_

WITH SP (R6) POINTING

NONEXISTENT_MEMORAD

39
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FIGURE 9 (CONTINUED)

A ERROR (TIMEOUT) DURING

MEMORY REFRESH

A Bus ERROR (TIMEOUT) THE

PROCESSOR IS ATTEMPTING INPUT

A VECTOR INTERRUPTING

DEVICE

UPON ENTERING HALT MODE; THE PROCESSOR

THE FOLLOWING ASCII NONPRINTING

PRINTING CHARACTERS TO THE

TERMINAL.

-ck-Ar

NNNNW-CRLF=-

THE NNNNNN IS LOCATION OF THE NEXT

TO BE EXECUTED; AND ALWAYS

THE CONTENTS or PC (R7). THE a>

-LF- ARE CARRIAGE RETURN

LINE FEED CODES. THE a) SYMBOL IS DISPLAYED AS

THE PROMPT CHARACTER FOR THE OPERATOR; ODT WILL

41
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Fi6ukE D (CeNTINHPn)

ACCEPT ANY OF THE COMMANDS DESCRIBED IN THIS

CHAPTER AT THIS POINT;

MicROCOMFylaR PROCE5-SDU, MICROCOMPUTER HANDBOOK
SERIESi MAYNARD) MASSACHUSETTS: DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION, 1978,

4 1



I-'IGURE 9 (CONTINUED)

IHE LOOP TRAP

AND SYSTEM Id

CONSOLE BDCOK Bus

RESPONSE CYCLE REFRESH

PROCESSOR THEN WHEN

091 18 To

UNIT THE AN

CONSOLE HALT THE

177565 KEY OUTPUTS

IN THIS AND

AND BY CONSOLE

NO THE THE

ABOVE UNIT) INSTRUCTION

WILL MODE 18

WILL PROCESSOR THE

MICROCODE Bus AND

TO DOUBLE AND

MLUQOPMFUTER PROCESSORS-; MICROCOMPUTER HANDBOOK

SERIES MAYNARD) (MASSACHUSETTS: DIGITAL EQUIPMENT

CORPORATION) 1978,

45
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FIGURE 10: OUTPUT FORMAT

SPECIFICATIONS FORM

CLOZE TEST

ADDING RECORDS TO AN INDEXED SEQUENTIAL ORGANIZED

FILE (COLUMNS 16-18)

COLUMNS 16-18 MAY BE USED TO SPECIFY THAT AN

OUTPUT RECORD IS TO BE ADDED TO AN INDEXED

SEQUENTIAL FILE. THIS IS DONE BY THE

CHARACTERS ADD IN 16-18 AND ENSURING

THAT 66 OF THE RELATED

DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS CONTAINS AN

A RECORD CANNOT BE TO A FILE IN

SAME PROGRAM IN WHICH FILE

IS RETRIEVED OR HOWEVER ONE FILE

CAN ADDED TO AND ANOTHER

BE RETRIEVED IN THE PROGRAM;

COLUMNS 16- MUST BLANK IF THE

OUTPUT IS TO BE USED

UPDATE INDEXED SEQUENTIAL FILE;

1130 RPG THE KEY

ANY INDEXED-SEQUENTIAL

FOR

MUST BEGIN IN



FIGURE 10 (CONTINUED)

POSITION OF EACH RECORD, THIS

ALONG WITH THE LENGTH THE

KEY FIELD IS ON THE FILE DESCRIPTION

IF THE PROGRAMMER DESCRIBES

KEY FIELD AS BEING

RPG WILL USE THE FIRST

POSITIONS OF THE RECORD

THE KEY FIELD.

THE KEY FIELD CAN

NUMERIC)

POSITIONS LONG) THE

BE ADDED AS

IN 1130

EITHER ALPHAMERIC OR

IT CANNOT BE PACKED.

CARD AND/OR PRINTER

USE THESE COLUMNS AS

STACKER (COLUMN 16)

CAUSES CARD

IN THE FOLLOWING.

TO BE S ECTED INTO

OF A MULTI-STACKER OUTPUT

ATTACHED TO THE SYSTEM. IS USED ONLY

FOR FILES OR COMBINED FILES.

ENTRY IN COLUMN 16 BE ONE OF THE

49
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FIGURE TO (CONTINUED)

0 NUMBER OF THE STACKER WHICH

THE CARDS ARE BE PLACED,

0 BLANK OR IF THE CARDS ARE

BE PLACED IN THE

STACKER,

NEW STACKERS MAY SPECIFIED IN

SUBSEQUENT OR , IF COLUMN 16 IS LEFT

BLANK IN AN OR LINE) THE CARD IS DIRECTED TO THE

NORMAL STACKER,

IBM SYSTEMS REFERENCE laRARY, IBM 1130 RPG

LANGUAGE PROGRAM NUMBER 1130-RG-007, ROCHESTER)

MINNESOTA) INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES) 1972,

111,

51



FIGURE 10 (CONTINUED)

PLACING FILE DESCRIBED

COLUMNS 1 SELECT

COLUMN ENTRY RECORDS

FILE OF STACKERS

A DESCRIBED UNIT

ADDED SPECIFICATIONS IT

THE THE OUTPUT

THAT 5 THE

UPDATED PROGRAM MAY

BE 5 FOLLOWING

CAN To INTO

SAME NEW TO

BE RPG 1

RECORD BE To

TO BUT NORMAL

IN FOR BE

FIELD SPECIFICATIONS LINES

LEM_S_KlaKa_REialbRARY. IBM 1130 RPG

LANGUAGE PROGRAM NUMBER 1130-RG-007, ROCHESTER,

MINNESOTA) INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES; 1972;
P. 111,

53
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F[CURE IL VIDEO DISPLAY TERMINAL

CL OZE TEST

CLEANING

THE VDT REQUIRES NO MORE CARE THAN A

CONVENTIONAL ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER, KEEP IT CLEAN;

KEEP CONNECTORS PLUGGED IN; AND

ITS IMMEDIATE AREA CLEAR

ITEMS THAT MIGHT WITH FREE AIR CIRCULA

TION.

OFF THE DUST, LINT,

ETCH; WHENEVER THEY BECOME
; BEING

CAREFUL NOT TO DUST 70 FALL INTO

KEYBOARD THROUGH THE SPACES

AND AROUND THE KEYS. WIPING, USE A

DUST CLOTH OR DUSTFREE

COMMERCIAL TISSUE, FOR STUBBORN

SOFT

DAMPEN THE CLOTH OR

SLIGHTLY; BUT ONLY WITH WATER OR A

CEEANINc, SUITABLE (SAFE) FOR USE

PLASTIC AND PAINTED SURFACES,

AS ONE OF THE AVAILABLE

ANTISTATIC CLEANING FLUIDS.

5 2

CLOTH OR

.;;



FIGURE 11 (CONTINUED)

TISSU SHOULD BE WET) JUST DAMP)

THAT IT WILL PICK DUST OR

DIRT READILY;

OCCASIONAL LIGHT CLEANING WILL

ALWAYS PREVENT THE GRADUAL

OF A COATI .H- or DIRT) PARTICULARLY ON

THE _) AND A MORE THOROUGH

WILL USUALLY BE NECESSARY ONCE A

MONTH; WIPE SURFACES WITH THE ANTISTATIC

FLUID AND USE A OF SOFT

CLOTHS OR USE ENOUGH FLUID TO

EACH CLOTH OR TI SUE SO

THAT VERY LITTLE PRESSURE WILL BE

NEEDED) NOT ENOUGH TO ALLOW

UNDER THE WIPING PRESSURE; CLEANING

EACH SURFACE) WIPE THE FLUID AND

DISSOLVED

TISSUE;

PAY PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO

WITH A DRY CLOTH

DISPLAY AREA AND to KEYTOPS) WHICH

RECEIVE THE DEPOSITS OF DIRT;
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FIGURE 11 (CONTINUED)

CAUTION

NOT USE LIGHTER FLUID

OTHER PETROLEUM BASE CLEANERS THEY WILL

DAMAGE THE
, DO NOT USE HOUSEHOLD

PAPER .TOWEL/NAPKINS TO CLEAN THE PLASTIC COVER OF

THE VDT SINCE THEIR ABRASIVE CONTENT WILL SCRATCH

THE PLASTIC CONTENT WILL SCRATCH THE PLASTIC

SURFACE,

OPERANka_auuE.; SYSTEM 610/730. TUSTIN)

CALIFORNIA: BASIC FOUR CORPORATION/A MANAGE-

MENT ASSISTANCE) INC, COMPAW;') 10:19) 0, 19-20
X: t II ifg 62 MR



FIGURE 11 (CONTINUED)

ON TISSUES

KEEP SUCH MOISTEN
-,,

OF COMMERCIALLY 1HOROUGHLY

INILRhLRL HEI ;11- WIPING

WIPE Not BUT

SMUDGES SO DRIPPING

NONCEAFLE UP AFTER

ALL THIS OFF

HE NOT DIRT

BETWEEN ACCUMULATION N
FORlOt VARNISHLIKE THE

CLEAN KEYTOPS THE

NON-ABRASIVE LEANING LARGPTJ

ACCUNULATIONS ABOUT Do

,

ilS:-;UL ALL N
i, CLLANIN6 As

Liplo SUCCESSION FINISH

OPEMIVR6 OUIDEJ SYSTEM 610/730i TUSTIN;

CALOFiA: BASIC FOUR CORPORATION/A MANAGE-

MENT A-s-srstANcE) INC COMPANY 1979, 19-20



12: MOS DATA-RECORDERS

REFERENCE MANUAL CLOZE TEST

OPPATION

AFTER THE 6405 SYSTEM HAS BEEN SET UP

Acc(AbitTh ;6 THE PRECEDING S1-LS J MOMENTARILY

HOLD THE MODE SWITCH I THE START POSITION) THEN

RELLAsE it ro RUN POSITION, THE PAPER TAPE LEADER

"ALL DATA CHANNELS PUNCHED"

(/ AND 8 LHANNEL
) IS MOVED

THE COUNTER DOES NOT ADVANCE

THE F fR1 DATA CHARACTER READ, WHEN

THE FIRST CONTAINING DATA HOLES IS

PAPER IAPE HEADING BEGINS)

FIRI DATA CHARACTER IS THE FIRST DATA

NENORY AND THE PCSITION COUNTER

THE MAIA -RECORDER ADVANCES qtTH

.,FTTINC, OF THE EGOS

:3wiTCHL2,. IF IHE LEADER .. _ 3-CHANNEL TAPE

CONS !SfS CE " BITS" PUNCHES) THESE

F AM READ AS DATA CHARACTERS

THL LLADER ON

CHANNLL TAP[ CONSISTS

L--x2r4-

3-

"NO BIT" PUNCHES)

II

5i;
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ElcuoF 12 (CoNTINuED)

THE SWITCH musr I3E HELD THE

POSITION UNTIL AN "ALL BIT" OR

DATA CHARACTER IS ENCOUNTERED

TAPE READING CAN BE AT

ANY TIME BY THE MODE SWITCH IN

STOP POSITIONi WHEN THIS

IS riLiv.LD IN THE POSITION THE CHARACTER

BEING IS ENTERED INTO DATA

AND THE PAPER TAPE BEFORE READING THE

NEXT

WHEN A STOP OCCURS PAPER TAPE

STILL IN PAPER TAPE READER) DO

SET THE TAPE READER SWITCH

to OFF UNLESS RECORDING HAS BEEN

cdmLEfEb, THE POWER SWITCH SET

OFF; THE TAPE READER

RLLEASED AND NANUAL OF PAPER TAPE CAN

:APER

1- w r P. TA or RUNS OUT OF

OPERATOR ACTION IS REQUIRED;

-1.Z.M'ar=it=.7.1====,-,V.ivEZUMIPS:4=057=23.

-!-tit
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FIGAE 12 (CoNTINuED)

THIS OCCURS) PLACE THE

IN FHE SIOP NOTE THE READING

ON POSITION COUNTER, ONE OR MORE OF

THE FOLLOWING OPERATIONS MAY BE PERFORMEDi

M1V. W-i0O SO-flES DATA 1),E:cokn-Eo-s REFERENCE MANUAL,

HLRKMI--S; NY Moi-iAWK DAtA ScIENcEs, 1971j
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I GORE 12 (CONT INUED)

ft WITH

OP E

OP dt
nDE POWER

IN DATA

EITHER WITH

A To

PAPER BRAKE

STOPPED MOVEMENT

PLACING OCCUR

THE READER

SWITCH TAPE

STOP WHEN

READ MODE

MEMORY PC-ITION

STOPS HE

CHARACTER

iq'S U400 SERIES DATA RECORDERS REFERENCE MAN_OAL,

HEP.KIMER) NY -10HAWK DATA ScIENcEs 1971,
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13: RCCOONION CON TL

CLOZE TEST

JT1Lf4 r 'wc2;CESS REQUIRES SPECIFIC

PARAMETERHA)IoN INFORMATION FROM PROGRAM CONTROL;

IDL HNT TELLCT REGISTER (RH, THE

DATA II CEO ISTER DETERMINE WHICH

FONT ANL. DATA GROUPINGS WITHIN THE

ILL BE SELECTED FOR

RECC.;ITH.)N ALSO REQUIRES SERIF

INFoRATInN FROM THE

RECI,,TER (RH),

DEVICE IN RECOGNITION IS

VIDEO SHIFT REGISTER (RVS)

OH WNDFR RECOGNITION ) WITH A

MATIX THE RESULTS OF THE

ORERATIoN (WITH SYSTEM 128

HL,4 rH: h A MATRIX), A /10-BIT

IN THE ASSOCIATED DATA

Is AL(sO MOO BY

r' HARDWARL;

SPACING

CHARACTERISTICS

)NliIoN INVOLVES PT 'FORMANCE

I P. UN rML PVC MA-t-

U

f

9
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F GURE 13 (CONTINUED)

IS BEING FORMED

WHETHER FEATURES

COMDINATIOffS) ARE BRESENL

ARE STORED FONTS WITH UNIQUE

DETERMINE
f

BIT

OF FEATURES 11

COMBINATIONS EACH CHARACTER RECOG

A MEANS DETECTING THE CORRECT

OF FEATURES

iE END OF THE ENTIRE PROCESS

THE STORING OF THE OR

CONTROL CHARACTER CODE THE CHARACTER

LNCODL HA RI RETRIEVAL BY PROGRAM

CONFROi-1. RECOGNITION FLAG SIGNALS THE

OF THE RECOGNITION PROCESS

STOPS THE SPAN,

THE RECOGNITION PROCESS IS

SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH THE SCAN

cAND N0 A SEPARATE 1. THE PROCESS IS

AUTT'1ATIC BY THE HARDWARE) ASSUMING

PROGRAM CONTROL LOADS THE

RSISTERS AND REACTS TO RECOGNITION

7



FIGURE 1 (CONTINUED)

INTERRUPTi PROGRAM CONTROL CAN INTERVENE 8Y
Li

RLADIN(j THE I DEO SHIFT REGISTER OR THE FEATURE

BUFFER ES SlED FDR SP'f'DIAL17_ED OR_:OESSING;

J

LICR CONTROL PROGRAMMER INFORMATION

lENS PHTiLICATION:)) SCA'AATA CORPORATION;

1971, 6-1,

ANUAL;



F

IGURE 13 (COW-INUED)

rtN,3 PROFI1E DATA

COUMN IN

CH 1HE FOR

FUNT THE A

-R-C-ONIT:0 ANALYSIS END

AND AS AND

1 ONI To THAT

KEY UNIdOE PERFORMFD

HE COMBINATIONS OPERATION

WOICH IN ACTIVITY

MONITORINC FOR PERFORMED

CF CHARACTER THAT

JuRN COMBINATIONS APPROPRIATE

AND RESULT THE

72-B---O iS

OH SYSTEMS (:-ONTROL PROGRAMMER LRFORMATIO MANUAL;

SLES POkLi-cAtioN SCAN-DATA CORPORATION)
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C.Ilize the followin,; i,aF:sage and write nut the instruction

the ',ti.ide:,ts regarding how they should proceed.

BASIC PUN

riTRUDUCT:ON

M-c;t j6t0 pro,,-.essing applications involve the basic

u-!atIon of reading some type of data rom an :nput device

as a cord reader or a magnetic tape drive, processing the

data in main orage, and wr-iting some type of output on an

witbut device such as a printer or a disk drive. The type of

pH)cessing which occurs on the data which is read is of course;

,1,2pndent upon the requirements of the program and may consist

of simple operations or very complex operations. The basic

0:0eration of read, process, and write, however, remains the

same. Thdc', before considering the logic which is required

tor brmessing data within m,Lri storage; it is first necessary

,inderstand the basi input-output process:

In order to illustrate basic input/output operations,

flowchart will be developed for a program which is tO read a

data Cards and create d printed report. The cards

,ontdin a Name field; an Address field; and a City/State field,

The format, of the card are illustrated below. (Shellv. G.B.

ca.;hman, T.J.; 19N, p. 19)
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H'' ilso he used as a teaching tecnniguL.

modifH,!tions are useful for vocational

The cianges :n the procedure reflect the purpose of the

, for example, a data processing instructor wishes

tb h i Hight the procedures on a card reader and be certain that

th student reading the literatu e understands what is being

road, th passage can De "dozed," deleting those words vhich

are critical to the card reader literature comprehension: The

f:11bwing card reader passage with "instructional modification"

words (to be deleted) underlined illustrates the technique:

(AMPLE: INSTRUCT'ONAL MODIFICATION UNE

The card reader. Data is entered on cards by the
manually operated keypunch machine. Once the data
is punqied into the cards; the deck is stacked into
the hopper of the card reader (Figure 7.5). From

the card hopper the cards are moved to thb card-feed
mechanism (Figure TL6) past two brush-type or
photocell-type readin stations: The brushes or
Photocells sense the presence or absence of the holes
punched inio the card nod sew' Hectric s_i_p_a_2s_ to

the compu,r. Those signals, which form the external
representation of d*ta, are in turn corpord by the
Lomputer into internal dota representation,

)erve the two reading stations in the figure.
Olaisonyi, A., 1077, 205)

Aother modified doze teaching technique is the "lexical

Lpxical i> defined as relating to words of a language.



dH-tion of word', ,:ccording to the

n IIaLek verb,, idjectives; etc:

ii hob let; develop ce!se grammar modifica-

th, ley: cal ,ze; Y'Jablit,hing applicability

)r' &',AU(-1 loh readin,j intervention. The e,;;ample

,;6hjeCt diJleLions in a

Lb be deleted fi,iVe been

[ivelopment, In the rirst-generation computer,
in a data processing task had to be pro-

;rammed by the programmer. Later, software was_
df:,velor_ied to ease the prourammer's_hurden, manufacturers

provided software packages to handle such common data
proceimng tasks as sorting; input; and output: The
roOlicdti,in programmer was relieved of these routine
`isles; and programming ia.1e could be reduced.

:n the :early days of computers each data processing
wJs also handled on -an individual basis. The

computer operator took the deck of cards for an.
Irnllation and ran it on the _computer. Then the

looked _for the next job to be performed and
trot One. The computer was idle between jobs;

and much expensive computer time was wasted. (Vazsonyi;
N77; ;): 126)

Whorl uyd as a ' techniciue, the cleze procedure is

HOt 1 to inOVide fOr in-creasing degree of difficulty:

atiHhal students have experienced a history of

!ire in 1: The pattern is conducive to diminished

Thql inh in ih attempt to red. In order to break the pattern

thii likelihood a motivated reader. a pattern of



'ul: iterature n, any level o

I L1111'.. clo Thu; vocational literature at a

UW red del ility level can be used for those dents who need

--,th,;010S. In addition, for teaching purposes;

-,',,nonymou,, or word, close to the correct word can he isicei,,ted.

The numb Llozed words can be decreased; instead of

followinr; hedule. The next example illustrates this point:

powrp. REQUIREMENTS

PoSITRAN is a multiprocessor micro-computer system _

which; like all computers; is dependent upon the local
power Hivironment for its operation; The restaurant
electrical environment is subjected to trans_Lanls
created by the air conditioning, refrigeration; heating
and cooP:jug equipment. The general PUSITRAN power
requirements were creL'ited to protect the system from
thse trnsient

The entl-e POS1TRAN system should have_a separate
A;C; circuit with its own building ground:

input line should have transient suppressions:
A.C. circuit should be run in conduit which is
in close proximity to any other A.C: circuits.

The f011owing paragraphs describe the types of
Nectrical interference that can occur, how_they af
the input power; and howtb protect the system.

Data 1979 p: 3-1)

the word "transients;" the student would be correct

in.ertiH "changes, for :--xample. Note that only four deletions

nIv :),,en made rind all are heavily clued.



Jr '

,11,1

:Ar.11.41AR (1(M! PROCI.b11R1

In (1'4 erihP Fillmore's theory rat

oh :',inatively combines spitacti(

fhp ,tudy of meanings (semantics)

[Pm of OOrds (syntax) coMblne in Fiflmore's

on, lifVf). The theory of case gammar

teaching techniques using the close

j0(i ( < n ollow ng illustrations demonstrate the usage:

\A 11 n A
ih t9OiC 1ly animate; per ceived

instigator of action."

) define and recommend new systems; estimate

.in;; '),,r fit ; design; implement; and modify systems; sod

h,) raff 'e-ponsihility for system performance. (Vazsonyi;

!'ir

ire;trg!lbnfal (1) = The inanimate force or object
causally involved in the state or
action named bv the verb."

)011eve the (orputer offers great benefits at small

the' P-; LA itch it to tha ices t advantage to

).ar 1 iV0s. (Vatsonyi, A. . 2g)

the animap being affected by the state
or action named v the verb."

COHbq[er opprat_ors are the people who see and touch the

711- i:s11n1, A.; 117 ?1)

= "jho 00 wing re;ultirI from
the tin-; named by the
verb.



rujram.",, written In these lanqua(Je are compiled by a (machine

language) profp.(un callod the compiler into machine laguaqe

prolrams 1-lazrmnyi; A.; IJ/H; p. 1n)

cut ye cL) Sr location or spatial orientation of the
e or action named by the verb."

(.11..1nnek ,(re specH -i::orpU'se computers; that is they are inpUt/

output orocessor; ioserted btHen the main storao and other

peri.dheral LftH ...on1. A.; 19M; r. 2,13).

.11)..jective (0; .emanticallymost neutral
Rhing representable 11,.; a noon

rule in the state or7..ction narloduy
the verb depe,:-,71s0p the me,m/hg of
LIH:.2 verb i3_self."

A new cririt to be p programers asure tIleir jobs more

intorestifl.; and more p',-oductive is callcd .r-t.luctured proqrJTimipg:

PIimIOHL t: I ye (u) -A noun deriving benefit of the
action of the verb."

He (,entral concept of data base management is to pool data for

the many poy/.ams and ',tor( the data in data bases (Vazsonyi;

Comitative ((1) "In accompaniment."

lea hest ceOtrdl processing unit is useless without the

anbropr'ate iriput/(HHtpHt, auxiliary devices; and communication

stem to tie the units of the computer system together (Vazsonyi;

p. :ON;

Temporal (I) ",(Jhen the verb is accomplished or occurs:"

After the COilOdi00,, tee rude, M; Cue tt--driMit data '0 the

Lorlour or to perph,r,"1 (1-0vic0,....(VJOh.0, A.; 0.



t'

technig, he used as introductory

A III sel-inutr Ltion packets; ddapted for

tured io remedial work. They provide an

of coordinating in-class vocational work and

.;Ad;a1 reading treatment.

inde ine each word in the Follow )assage which could

illmore rules, entering above the word the letter

h iii,. ,ates the rule used.

4.1.1 trfl'

the MNI-CLL system operates under the IBM Multiple

Virtual Storage Operdtinq System (OS/MVS) and the Job Entry

-ulbsystem 0) S2). The OS/MVS system allows UNI-COLE to

ooerdte in a Multi-Processing (MP) environment; employing two

interconnected processing units that execuLe the same workload

ultmleouslv.

pu,o(ise of MVS is to supervise and optimize computer

Managing the allocation of system resources

central processing units; main stora input/output

etc.) to the different jobs. The programmer communicates

with the oerating system describing the requirements fbr a

parti-cular tel through use of Job Control Language (JCL):

ii I-' , in integr,11 tart of MVS that provides for

nditional automdtion and control of the computing over atlon.



, JL.Y? operates dc, a p ,:jrammed operator of OS/VS?,

-urther optm zing the computer''', resources. The programmer

Hilmlnicates with JEST' to define various aspects of job

procein medms of JP_ -.:ontrol cards. These cards can

diHLribe the volumes that aro to be mounted prior to execution,

:4)ecial instructions for forms processing of print

and punch output; specify the locat: n to which print or punch

output to )0 routed; or send messages to the operator

JES? job input time; etc.

Jo , homally flow through the following five major JES2

4.1.1.1 INPUT

Johc, ,Ire read into the system fiom local card readers;

remote terminals, and internal reader interfaces. Jobs are then

ritered into a qie to await processing by the next phase;

which normally the CONVERSION phase: If TYPRUN=COPY ( see

Se Lion was specified in the JCL; the job is immediately

,iLieued fee the OUTPUT phase.

WNW.'

The converter receives jobs from the gucue built by the

INPUT phase. Input JCL is merged wi `h private and system

PROLLIB JCL; thiS JCL iS then scanned for syntax errors. lobs

with Fyn tax errors; or that have specified TYPRUN=SCAN



n ! ti !1,1E_Id r I ,j()H, thd
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SECTIONS 3 6

READING VOCATIONAL: TEXTS



PEADINC; yucAjluNAL. jrus

ru- tmlloWinj !our ',ection each present a set o f important

(ontent Unly those skil is particularly relevant

to votational ts have Seen includbd. Morecver; each skill has

;)0(11 broken down into segment's requiring no more than 5-10

minnH,; of cld';s time every other day. All homework utilizes

the t.e,t a',';ignmes you woul,' normally require at that point in

your )t-:e. i3ecAu9e students must pay careful attention to

their text in order to complete the reading skill assignment;

they ft0i.J1d wore thoroughly understand the content material than

they Ordinarily would

Lich section presents the given skill usln5 a variety of

voLjt.ionH e4les. OpporLuultie', are then provided for you to

apply the skills so that you can be assured of mastering each one.

Follo.im the individual skill discussions is a section called

ltkook Mplication." It is here that you apply each skill to

your i ur'-.e textbook. This second application accomplishes

roe puroses: 1) It allows you to locate examples and sample

eorcises that you can use in your classroom, thereby greatly

reducing e.,,tr,1 preparation time reading instruction might entail;

2) t. enaHes you to tailor the Skills to your text; and 3) It

,ou an additional prim:Lice onnortunity; this time using the

;:laterials ymir students will

:\t tie ld of each section are additional suggestions fOr

teacning the new skill s



'.;ECTIJN TIME FRAME

2 <: TIMING

: basic VO6bulary §kill§ Weeks 1 and 2

Eum u! definitions

Synonyms

illustratiow;

Glossaries

TextPook application

Teaching students basic ,./cabulary
K[il]t

P ragraph Comprehension

Paagraph subject

Prap iph main idea

Textbook application

Teaching students paragraph comprehensi)n

!)()YR Weeks 6 and 7

th -OThe S M thme o: study

Textbook application

leaChing SOP

P:;:ognizing and recordiag complex
infoirmaton Weeks 8; § and le

Classit:Lation

Comparison

Cause and effect

Weeks J, 4 and 5

Textbook application

To-aching students to recognize and record
complex inforillation

0")



SECTION 3

BASIC VOCABULARY SKILLS



V6-(:,ab6lary

PrOCeSSin is its specialized technical

iioplete and rapid comprehension of this vocab-

ular imperitive tor the student. This is particularly

important bei,.ilLiHe of occupational literature assume

their reJcieri:, nave a basic understanding of if terms:

Hnce it e:y,ential for students to understand the technical

field, most textbook authors have taken care to

provide definitions and Other comprehension aids. The simplist

thei;e iS the Use Of italics or boldfaced type to highlight

important Four other aids are discussed below: formal

iWinit!ons synonyms, illustrations, and glossaries. In some

instances these aids are also used in the occupational

literature.

[*`al

Often an author will define an important technical term in

the sentence or sentences that introduce it.

Ihe UNIT parameter is used in the DD statement to
dei:cribe what kind of tape drive or direct access
device is to be used for the data set: (UNI-COLL,
440)

term def:nition

/y°-L6 ../.4a/eztva _ _ _



Jayther high level language designi:.,0
i-t2port writing and file maintenance application.

- l anguant. facilitates producing programs for a wide
variety of reports ranging from a simple listing to j
complete report_thjt incorporates calculations and
eJitiii,4. (Shelly F., Cashman; 1978; 1.5)

10=

Moaning:

definition

t

BAD DESTINATION MSG CANCELLED

Incorrect character keyed in the
first position of N, ANS in a
required keyed response.

(Sc. ndata 2250/2; Key entry
system; V-2)

word,. warn the reader that a definition is included in the

t-f-nc-O. These include "is," "Means," is referred to,' "is

called;" "-is defined as;" Locate the techhical term and

its ?finition in the following examples (remember that a

Lchnii::j1 term may include one word or several) .

5

SCAN-DATA OCR systems are designed to operate in a
computer environment; i:e: in an ai -conditioned roH
of the type usually used for electronic data processing
00ipmeot that is reasonably freeofOrt; abrasive__
M-(terial, and corrosive vavrs. (Scandata 2250/1. II-l)

tern definition

or,



i;il! OupilLdtlfiq 1,, a high-volume process that
,IenerJH 'nye:Ives the preparation of mv.ter copies su( i

stencl i , and plates. Ihese are used to reproduce
/ ::!eans of ink or the transfer of dye. Included

in
,iii

.iteqery are the well-known stencil, spirit,
uTt iirDLMM.

t..he i I or F i-Illeogr aphintj process, ink is forced
rom through a stencil as it is rotated

iii ! drt.; of the .CipliCating MaChine.

Iho Hit w0c0,,,,, often referred to as the hectograph
special carbon paper containing znili 1C

d master from which an image is tran5-
1.,,rre( to rapers moistened with a special liquid.

Oet duplicating is a versatile method producing a
high (iudliv of work. Offset is the process used most
or ten in data processing for the reproduction of
documents; reports; and other materials where quantity
and appearance are important factors; Continuous
form_offset masters can be used Faithth computer print.
out device and other business wa-chines to proore

for roproduction.

the offset process; the inked image is transferred
from a ma.,ter on one rotating cylinder to another
cylinder wrapped a rubber blanket: In turn, the
hkInket trJnsfers the image to copy paper that is fed
intethemachinoand pressed against the blanket by
iri impre--;,.ion cylinder. (Arnolds, Hill, NiChOlS,

definition



t.echn

in a;t0i-naLL./e t. a formai definition, a text miy clarify

terM by the ,,Se r a ,,yrIonym. The synonym may be

i!clo-,ed H Lommas or )arenthees directly following the term

or d7 -f. 'Ly the word or.

inl Lonfiguration supports synchronous and asynchronous
st-op ,,tart) communications. (UNI:COLL, 1=3)

rm synonym

ln the verify mode; previously entered data are compared
(verified) with the source documents and corrected if
nece-sSarY. (SCandata 2250/2 System Engineering; 1-11)

term* synonym

*he c:aref01, this is tricky

From the general conceptual point view we are dealing
here with a step-by-ster) procedure or process which
transforms the input into output. (Vazsonyi; 1977; 42)

tei-M Synonym

mnemonic; and Abbreviations

Data processing literature uses a special type of synonym

manner unique to the field. The occupational literature

is replete with abbreviations or mnemonics; most of which are

de .n0H ii tip a few times StARIPW mtit he alert for the original



I ! rs,he remd in in (.! prose will be

ur The following examples illustrate different

wdy, -r i( ,!rr -dt?t ;Ind thon usPd Without

f.xphndtilim.

each terminal 15 a back of working
,;turd !)eionqinu exclusively to that terminal called
!.,:he_t,,minal work area (TWA). (Scandal-a 2250/2 System

definition
7

<_?..4?.. .12 .tt:.<1-,'

It occJr; the system must BREAK (that is give up
(2ont_r61 Tor ono complete cycle through all terminals)
until He =irst request is complete. (Ibid)

"'.neuron definition

,/),N

Hmporar ,;t_orge, TEMPS are those memory cells where
i!ItcrnIclidte results ore hold until they can be used
I i ten If omethIng is to be saved in one segment and

in another; it must he placed where it will
not 00 changed during the intervening BREAK. This is

mrpose of the TWA. The cells of a TWA belong to
termina; it is assinned to and the activity of no

Jther Hminal will affect them. TEMPS whose use is
cot-im-eit solely to one segment do not need to he
reti,,cd!)le Ind may he taken from a (floral pod] in page
:.ro. ;Hid, 2-6)

-definition

4-1.ryczt:n3
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Sectior 4

PARAPH COMPREHENSION

JaN.- nas tnr-ee major components:

the sJbject (what is being talked about)

the main -Idea (the most important information about
the subject)

tne suppor-jiie information (facts or examples that
make the i-iformation clearer)

thes.e, tree t7.aic idea the most crucial. for the key points of

arti le are simply selected ma-n ideas from component

p=ragrhs.

at the following paragraph. What are the subject and

main icla?

AnOther fun-lotion communication system elements perform
is the processir; of data. In this role the _system element
processes data -.Ito information, as we will di;-r=ass later
in the section or data-processing system operation. The
function may; of :ourset_be_perfbrited by individual human
beings, groups of individuals -using various mechanical aids,
or computers. ReOardlets of form, each of these oata-__
processinc_systems performs a vital role in the communication
system. (=,lekander; 1974; 86)

Oh first inspection it appears that the subject is tOMMUnitation

system elements. However, it is not simpl, ,j general discussion

of these elements, but i-atbei- a discussion of one of their

functions. The word "another" tells you that one or more other

fUnttiont have already been presented, let us assume one such

presentation. The subject, then, "communication system element
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function =2.' The most important information about this system,

the main idea; is that "the system element processes data into

information. The rest of the paragr aph sim7Ty provites examplF

of processing data -- supportive information,

Paragraph Subject

The key t) finding the subject of a paragraph is finding the

one topic to everything else in the paragraph is related. A

paragraph usLaTly discusses only one small aspect of a larger topic;

therefore; 7±F subject must not be too genera; It must identity

the specifi: t.Poic being discussed; At the same time, it must not

be too specific; substituting an example of the subject being

discussed for the subject itself.

What is the subject of this paragraph?

UNI-LOLL offers customers the ability to allocate
space and store data on direct access volumes (3330s)
shared by the batch; TSO, and APLSV systems. The DD
statement parameter "UNIT=OLS" (Online Storage) is used
to allocate space on these volumes when using -batch
processing. When datasets are created via TSO or APLSV;
no unit parameter need -be specified. All datasets used
or created interactively must be either on ELS or
permanently mounted customer spindles. (UNI-COLL; 3-3)

Subject: UNI-LOLL

o) "UNIT=OLS" (Online Storage)

C) allocation of space and storage of data

d) using OLS with interactive processing
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_voices "a" and "c" can be elir t- -e :no general,

:le p= ?graph touches on .only c sr, or topic

"d" is too Specific thoL. in -elation

of data processinc ctne Tha_n 'Or1ine

:Drage." t;" is the subje:Tt re to the

ragraz-,h.

t yen subject Identifitatior -7 made of

_,_'es and/Or intrOductory senT -ces n

.-Iragra7hS abbut memory orcaniza:7- and tn..= de -7.770h 0= a

:ommunloation system.

4.1 MEMORY ORGANIZATION

PL:P-8/A memory can be viewed E5 a
locations With an octal numberessighe_d to location.
This nUMberis an address providtng a means specifying
any memory location. For exams`- 1e, 2 iord =1024:_
memory could be shown as in -iT.Jr-,?_ 4= , 1.1h octal
addresses shown on the left.: the -:-re-S::-H:THg_decimal
ecJivalents en the right. :77=7-77.

A baSiC_COMMOniCation_! -ay bedefnec as two
o- more distinct informatio-- sarattng s.1)s2stems 0p8r=
wing ih series with each 0-2 ThIse subsystems may be
either hUMan beings or elec7-11: da..:3=-processingequip-
ment. Under this arrangemer7-..- 0,...OUt _of the first_
sLDsystem becomes the input 7= second. The interface
between the two is linked by -Tessage that is transmitted:
When additional infOrMat:On=gen,_ *-Li!--g subsystems are
present in the total COMMUnicatisystem; there-will be
an putput=t0=ihOut interface petw...7en each peir of infor-
mation_SUPsystems in the series. :n this the Vital
(0mmOhitation system may be viewer =.s a larc.e complex_Of
interrelated subsystems. The n,w7, -Ve Of the_resUlting
supersystem is to impart knowl=,dge, thoughts, ideas,
perceptions; qualities, proper-1 organized data
among the individual systems. -;leander; 1974; 86)
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Par2araPh v'

Ofts: is giffic.At to dent-= Jaragraph -in idea.

three guidelines _an re: in its

the paragraph inc_ des gefinition
it term might be p:.:!7: o te subject; The
-'initon might be ; cze main id2.e.

2. tnere are examplE. -e may be
-1 or part of the

3. a key word or ph- repeated, it r gr L-7!

rt of the subject idea.

4. ghlighted words r wart of the subj= gr
7-in idea.

Note that e word "might" i sec each instance. -_se

guidelines n pcint toward 7.ein ideas they _i-Dr:Ot

aL-_Jthatic_' se7ect the rit '

Exercise

Lop,: a-1 the following :1=atraors. First ask yc.irself what

t'e para °r n is about (the subject. Then look for-the main idea

using th ur guidelines. Note which guideline is most nelpful

it each (in some cases none may apply).

Rememb.e that the main idea contains the most important

irformaton about the subject. This information may be clearly

stated at t!Ie beginning or end of the paragraph, scattered

throughout. or merely inferred.

Organ7zational information systems encompass all of the
infor-lation flows down from top management and the rel-,ponses

of lower-lever employees up to top management. The managers
at al: organizational levels are ultimately responsible for
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planning; organizingidirecting;_ant controlling the
acti,fiti_es of their organizational wnfts.. Manageria:
directives must be communicated fron the top=level
mankgers; perhaps through several mainacerial leVelS,
to t-e employees of tne firm. In -oiler to exercise
control, there must _be a reverse information flow to
give management feedback about the alctiwities being
perfcTmed at the lower levels. The organizational
infOrmation system then is simply a collection of
Cfferent channe7s cr media for transrmizting infor-
m&L;on from the top of the organizaticm to the bottom
?it back up to the top once more (Alexander, 1974,
.t.3)

3uideline -t 1 Subject Maim idea

By program implementation, we mean the task of actually
converting_a problem solution; existing perhaps in the
form of a flowchart; into a computer program. This task
involves a number of clearly identifiable steps. The
first of these id coding; in other words, actually writing
the instructions. It's a rare programmer who can write
error-free code; thus a second step in thiS process is
program debug, which simply means removing the errors
(or bugs) from_the program. fli8 final step is program
testing. In this step; the program is used to process
realistic, representative data; and the results are coin -

pared with expected results. These three steps overlap
a great deal; with errors frequently being detected during

testing and removed (debugged) by recoding portions of the
program. (David; 1978, 218)

Guideline # Subject _ Main Idea
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3.2 PROGRAMMED DATA TRANSFER
Programmed data transfer is the e= and most common
means of performing I/O. Each i7717:utput transfer
(IN) instruction initiates one :1--tlor-ammed transfer
which may transmit data or state= i-TrThrmation either_to
or from_a peripheral device. Th =- arnc.unt of-information

that will be transferred by an 1:7 instruction depends
upon the particular operation the is coded into the
instruction and the design of ttF:. I/C device interface;
In general; programmed data transfers are limited to a
maximum of 12 bits of informatior per :OT instruction.
(Digital; 1976-77; 8-1)

Guideline = i Subject 1 1a in Idea

Since maintenance begins after the program has been written,
it involves some special_ problems_ The original programmer
may well have forgotten the programi_ hence needing a
refresher, or he or she may have :eft the- organization,
meaning that someone_else must fird and fix the bug or make
the modification. if a program is to be successfully
maintained; it is essential that a very clear and complete
descr!ption of the logic of the program be available.
(David; 1978; 21)

Guideline = Subject mait; Idea

JES2 /*SETUP Card
A/*SETUP card is used to inform the operation of those
tape and disk volumes that are to be mounted for the
job. There must be _a separate /*SETUP card for each
volume to be mounted except when_setup by dataset name is-
Utilized -(see "dataset name;" below). The /*SETUP card(s)
can be placed anywhere within the UCL for a job; however;
the /*SETUP card(s) must not occur before a JOB card, or
between a "DD *" or "DD DATA" statement and its corresponding
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delimiter. It should be noted that a job will be
cancelled if itiequires volumes to be mounted and
the ; *SETUP Card is omitted or coved improperly.
(UNI-COLL, 4=14)

Guideline # Subject Main Idea

Paragraph Comprehension_and_illustrations

Paragraph comprehension can be reinforced by the proper use

of illustrative material. Data processing relies heavily upon

various types of flow charts; Students must understand that these

charts present sequential information and should, therefore, be

"read" in the intended sequence. They should also develop the

practice of reading the diagram and the prose in an integrated

fashion. Ih the following example (Arnold, Hill, Nichols, 19784

120=121) write the numb.3r of each step discussed in the prose on

the appropriate part of the diagram.

COMPUTER FUNCTIONS

The ability_to,compute is only one of the functions of
an electronic data processing system. The other basic
functions are data storage; control, and communication.
These functions enable electronic computers to process
data in the following steps:

1. The data to -be processed and the instructions
for_processing it are recorded in an input
medium such as punched paper tape, punched
cards, magnetic tape; magnetic ink characters,
or optical characters.
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The instructions and data are fed into an input
device, where they are automatically converted
into electrical impulses. The instructions and
data are then routed to the main storage or
memory unit, where they are held until needed.
Data also may be stored in an external or
auxiliary device.

3. :nstructions are accessed and interpreted by the
control unit of the computer,which directs the

various data processing operations by issuing
commands to all components of the system.

In accordance with instructions, data is trans-
ferred from storage to the arithmetic-logical
unit of the computer, where arithmetic operations
or comparisons are performed directed by the
control unit.

6. PrOCessed data is routed to the storage unit,
where it may be held for further processing or
moved to an output device, again as directed by
the control unit.

3. Data emittsd from storage is rezorded by an output
device in a medium such as punched tape, punched
cards, magnetic tape, or printed documents.

r -r

Figure 6-4. Relationship of functions of a computer system.
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The relationship of_these functions is illustrated in
Fjcure 5=4. This diagram depicts the significance of
the storage unit as a common link between all units or
components of the computer. It also shows that_a11_
units operate under the direction of the control unit
as it receives and interprets one instruction at a
time. These functions will be dL,cribed in greater
detail in the following chapters.

A method of representing_data that is acceptable to
the_SyStet is essential for perforriance of the functions
outlined above. We shall now consider methods of data
representation;

Although students cannot write in tneir texts, dittos or

transparencies of selections can be made so that they can practice

CrOSs=t-eferencing the diagram and the prose.

Exercise ,1

As an example, cro.: 'qg has been started on the

following Selection. Finis? -,k and the cross-reference

the second selection.

_

Aside from tne sheer voiume of data, we might ask what

there is about processing data that consumes so much time

and effort and creates such a need for mechanical and

electronic devices. Actually; from the time of origin to

the time of arrival in a final, more useful fOrMi data :nay

go through a number of operational steps referred to as

the data processing cycle. This cycle may be roughly

diVided into the following steps: origination of data,

data recording; data manipulation, report or dOcument
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preparation; data communication; and data storage;

These steps are illustrated in Figure 1-2.

urigination of Data

the raw meterial for data processing originates on various

business forms; often referred to as source documents;

This original data might be handwritten; typewritten; or

prepared in a variety of oti.2r ways. For example; payroll

a

Figure 1-2; Steps in the data processing
cycle;
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time data might be handwritten by the Worder on a

timekeeper, stamped in numerals by a time clock; or

punched into a card. Other examples of source docu-

MentS include sales orders; purchase orders, invoices,

and material requisitions. These original dOCUMents

are especially important for two reasons: (1) they

provide verification of all transactions; and (2) they

are the basis for all further actions.

Recording Data

The basic function of this step is recording data in

some form that allows it to be handled conveniently in

whatever system is being used. This might involve making

a manual entry in a journal or register of some type,

punching holes in a card, punching hOlet in paper tape;

recording magnetized spots on magnetic tape; writing or

printing data in magnetic ink; or using some other

medium acceptable to the system as a means of entering

and later transferring the data from one step to

another (Figure 1=3).

In some cases recording may be combined with the

preparation of original documents through a technique

called source data automation. For example, by using a

typewriter equipped with a magnetic tape recording device;

it is possible to prepare simultaneously a typewritten
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document, such as a sales invoice; and a magnetic tape

containing the same or selected data. Thus; the original

data is automatically recorded in machine language for

2ntry into a computer system.

Data may also be recorded and transmitted directly

into a data processing system without the need for docu-

ment preparation; For example; the time reporting

discussed in the preceding section could be accomplished

by inserting the worker's coded badge on identification

card into a data collection devic capable of reading

and transmitting directly to a remote computer the data

about the employee and his time of arrival or departure

(Figure 1-4). In some computer systems data is entered

dirg.rfly int^ the computer through a typewriter-like

console keyboard.

The following steps can also be important parts of

the data recording function.

Editing. This is the process of selecting significant

data and eliminating data that does not need to b.! re-

corded for further p-ocessing.

Coding. As a means of further reducing the amount of

data to be recorded and processed; abbreviated codes are

often used to condense the data. The technique of con-

verting (fan to symbolic form has been used in many fields
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as a means of saving time, effort; and space; ano as a

convenient cevice for identifying and distinguishing

data. The most familiar types of codes used to express

words or ideas are the alphabetic, which consists of

letters; the numeric, in which numbers are used; and

the alphanumeric, which used both numbers and alphabetic

characters. The designation of units in a large organ-

ization as departments A; B; C; etc.; is an example of

the use of alphabetic code. Examples of the use of

numerical codes include credit cards; bank accounts, and

social security numbers.

Classifying. Classifying is the process of identifying

one or more common characteristics to be used as a means

of systematically grouping data into classes; Categories

might include type of product; location; department price

range; etc; Classifying may occur as a separate step.

However, since the need is usually anticipated at the

time data is recorded, classifications are generally

determined and entered as part of the recording process.

AS defined her, classification is an initial step

that precedes the actual sorting of data. For examplei

classifications such as department number; age group,

sex, etc., may be entered on personnel records even

thOugh the r.-cords are to be filed alphabetically. The
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presence of such classification data makes it easy to

rearrange records at any time for statistical or other

purposes.

Codes are used extensively as a means of identifying

different classes of data. Numbers or letters of the

alphabet; or a combination of both; can be assigned to

previously planned classifications to provide quick

recognition and ease in writing. For example, the names

Of the states are frequently designated by code numbers

such as 01 = Alabama; 02 = Alaska; etc.

Conversion. Conversion is a means of transforming data

from one recorded form to another. For example; data

recorded in punched cards may be converted to magnetic

tape; or vice versa; by the use of special equipment

designed for this purpose. Such conversion changes the

recorded form of data but not the nature of the data.

Conversion, as well as re-recording in the same form; may

occur at various times during the processing- cycle.

Copying and Duplicating. These are processes by whicl

facsimiles of data can be prepared for d'stribution tc

more than one user or for use in diffe art steps in the

processing cycle.
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Verifying. This essential function assures that all parts

Of the recording process have been accomplished with-out

error, and that accurate data is entered into the

proccsing system.

Manipulation of Data

rf the original form of data were suitable for all purposes,

less processing would be necessary. Seldom; however, can

the real objective of a transaction or situation be

attained without converting data into a more useful form;

This conversion is accomplished by means of one or more

Of the following procedures;

Sorting. Sortiny is the process of arranging or selecting

data according to (1) order or rank or (2) COMmon char-

acteristic. Sorting according to order or rank, known as

Sorting in sequence, takes place when data is arranged in

numeric or alphabetic sequence. Sales invoice data, fdi-

example, might be arranged according to sequence of invoice

nj17tiers ar_cus fie . I I agtocofratort--

CharaCteristic, known as sorting by classification, takes

place when data is arranged in similar groups. For

example, customers could be classified by geographiC

area, by salesman, or by type of business. Like other

steps in the processing cycle, sorting is simplified by

expressing data in codes.
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Comparing and Analyzing. By these processes we determine

such factors as the nature; proportion; relationship;

order; similarity; or relative value of data.

Calculating. Calculating refers to the arithmetical

processes of multiplication; flivision; addition; or sub-

traction; which are necessary to convert data into a more

significant form. For example, an employee's weekly hours

of work and his hourly rate of pay become much more

significant when they are multiplied together to determine

his weekly earnings.

Summarizing and Report Preparation

Summarizing. Summarizing is the process of condensing

data so that the main points are emphasized. Summarizing

generally involves listing or tabulating data and totaling

each list; The running of a list on an adding machine is

one form of summarization.

Summarizing is related to sorting since the arrange-,

ment of data into categories is usually part of the

summary process. The sorting operation in itself may be

meaningless, however, unless the results of the separation

are known. Summarizing carries the process one step

further by providing totals to indicate the individual or

comparative values of various classes of data. As an
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illustration; the daily sales store may be litted

by departments. This Operatoil athieves a distribution of

sales data. HOWever, the reThtive performance of each

department cannot be ascertained at the end of a weekly

or monthly period until the data is summarized by

totaling each list. Thus, the dtaled lists are condensed

into totals that provide management with useful information.

Report Preparation. The processed information that results

from the uata processing cycle is knOWn as output. This

could include dOcuMents such p roll checks or statements

of account; or finiShed repo-7s such as a sales analysis;

expense d7stribution; inventory; or weekly payroll. The

,iit,ans by which the processed information is finally re=

:orded is known as the output medium. DePendinc on the

type of processing system being useth output media could

consist of typewritten documents or -eports printed forms;

punched cards; punched paper tape; ii.agnetic tape, or other

special forms.

*la Comrunications

Communication is the process of transferrinc data from one

point to another dur-'ng the processing cycle or of delivering

th final results t: the user. Many methods may De used,

from the ve-y situp'- to the highly complex. Data

wri:teh, punched card, c- other form may be transported
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into na;ly by hand or by a conveyor mechanism of some

type; Externally, data is often transported by mail.

Almost any process of tracsmitting information may be

consiiered a form of data communications. However, in

this :eriod of advanced technoTogy the term "data

commurications" generally refers to the electrical

transmission of data that has been transformed into a

special code. It is now possible to transmit data between

a wide variety of devices; internally or externally; by

direct connection or by means of telephone circuits;

telegraph circuits, or microwave. Teletypewriter se-vice

is probably the most familiar example of wire communication.

This method enables data in typewritten; punched tape; or

magnetic tape form to be transmitted between units i- the

same building or city, or thousands of miles apart (Tigure

1-5).

Data storage

Upon com-pletion of the processing cycle, or possibly at

a boi7t p7 intermediate results during the cycle; data

must be stored so that it is readily retrievable. The

storage of data is a matter of monumental proportions in

some organizations, This is especially true of certain

governmental agencies and business firms that have a large

number of documented transactions. It is of utmost

importance in such organizations to design a storage system



that will facilitate the retrieval of data needed for

current operations and safeguard data that may be needei

for reference in the future. Storage techniques depenc:, of

course; on the type and volume of data involved.

In conclusion, let us emphasize that the steps of

the data Processing cycle outlined above are the basic

elements into which all data processing problems subdivide.

All or some of these functions have to be performed

whether they are done manually, by mechanical means; or

by electronic computer. In spite of the vast differences

in these methods; however; the objective of data processing

remains basically the same -- the conversion of data to

useful information.

Now, cross-reference the following: (Figure 2-11 is included

in Figure 16)

2.4.1 KEYSTROKE PROCESSING (Scandata 2250/2 System Engin-

eering, 2=114 =215)

Keystroke processing (see Figure 2-11) begins with a key

depression at a terminal; This results in an interrupt

which is acknowledged by the process and results in

storing the character in a five character, key-stroke

buffer (KSTRK BUF). The EXEC module is altered to this

event;
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Figure 16: Cross-Referencing

Cf, Pf1( Y
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The executive; at the time slice allocated for that

terminal establishes a terminal work area (TWA) and

passes control to the EDITOR. The TWA includes record

buffer 1 and record buffer 2 and the sector buffer.

The record buffers are used to accumulate and process

data; The sector buffer is used to attain maximum disk

efficiency.

The EDITOR converts the incoming character to EBCDIC

and initiates a work sequence.

During the work sequence initiation; characters are

accumulated in CMMD BUF and the requested work type is

evaluated. Once the work type is established; batches

are opened and format programs are loaded followed by

normal data gathering.

Characters continue to be routed by the EXECUTIVE to

the EDITOR; The EDITOR validates each character according

to the format specification. If the character is valid,

it is stored in REC BUF 2. Otherwise; an alarm message

is displayed on the CRT. The end-of-field is checked and

if not at the end of the field; KSTRK erris checked for

additional characters to be processed in the same manner.

If SKTRK BUF is empty, the accumulated characters are

moved to CRT BUF for display and control is passed on to

the EXECUTIVE.
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At the end of each field, format procedures are executed

and the balance registers are updated. Any alarm; DUP,

or DISP procedures are executed at this time. The

processing of fields continues in this manner until an

end of record is reached.

Exerd_se 12: Textbook Application

Pick four paragraphs from your fourth week's reading

assignment. Identify the subject in each.

P_a_a_e_ a. Col. Para.- ; Subject

Pick four paragraphs from your fifth week's reading assign-

ment. Identify the subject and main idea in each.

Pa. :, CO L_ '. - _ 9je t Main Idea
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Pick a segment at least four paragraphs in length from your

sixth week's reading assignment and note the subject and main

idea of each important paragraph.

Pa_g_e _Subject Main Idea

Pick two text seiections that correspond to flow charts or

other sequential diagrams tram the fifth; sixth, or seventh weekt

assignment (if possible): Note the page number of the prose and

diagram:

e = Diagra4Page # Prose Title Diagram
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Teaching Students to Understand the Paragraph

Understanding the paragraph is the most difficult reading

skill the vocational instructor must teach. It is important to

introduce the material slowly and incrementally as was done here,

The fourth week of class can be devoted to the paragraph subject;

Ronday 5-10 minutes can be spent in a general introduction and

discussion/practice locating subjects in simple sample para-

graphs. Wednesday the three criteria can be applied to more

sample paragraphs and students can look for the subject in

specified paragraphs from the homework reading. Friday a few

of the homework paragraphs can be discussed and one or two more

complex samples given. Friday's homework can include 1-3 more

paragraph assignments.

During week six; a similar procedure can be utilized to

teach locating the main idea. Each day one of the three clues can

be introduced and applied along with the more general directions

of "what is the most important thing the author is saying in this

paragraph." The paragraphs you identified in the text application

can be assigned to the students with directions to find the

subject and main idea; In the sixth week the class can be

assigned the multiparagraph sections you identified, recording

the subject and maw idea just as you did. They can also practice

integrating the reading of illustrations and prose;
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SECTION 5

EFFECTIVE READING TECHNIQUE
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Section

EFFECTIVE READING TECHNIQUE

In all subjects; the time comes when we ask our students to

study by themselves; In many instances; these students do not

know how to study. This section contains a brief overview of a

study technique originally devised by Francis Robinson (1970);

The SQ4R Method of Study

Many elementary; secondary; and college students have not

learned how to study a textbook assignment. A typical procedure

is for the student to do nothing more than open his book and read

the assignment. The more conscientious may follow this initial

reading by a second or even a third reading of the same fruitless

type: Research has found a good method of helping the StUdeht

read a given selection with better understanding and better recall:

It is called the SQ4R method. It involves five basic steps: (1)

sui-vey, (2) Question; (3) Read, (4) Recit, (5) Review. Some of

the things to be done in each of the five steps are discussed

under appropriate headings below.

Survey:

Look through the whole_ assignment. Read the headings if
there are any; read the summary if there is on _Try to
get the general idea of the content of the whole lesson.
Later you can piece the details into the framework
which you have in mind, and the entire lesson will
mean more.
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Question:

Read:

Think of the qUeStiOnt which are likely to be answered
in the lesson. Often the headings can very easily be
turned into questions; Use them! If any heading does
not tell you plainly what question is to be answered
in that section use this question: "What does the
author expect me to learn about from studying this
section?" If there are no paragraph headings, skim
the section quickly for the main ideas.

Study the lesson to find the answers to the questions.
DO not stop to read every word carefully; concentrate
on finding the main point. You cannot remember all the
facts you find; so you want to look for the important
ones; of which there wil:_be only one or two for each
section. Don't pick out too many._ Do not try to
memorize the facts at this point; just sort out the ones
you need as you go along;

Make study guides; Fold or rule a large-sized notebook
paper lengthwise down the middle; On the left; list_the
topics discussed in the book. If there are paragraph
headings_in boldface_type, use them. If not,_liSt the
main ideas found in the preliminary survey. __Leave space
between topics. When you have finished reading a section
and picking out the one or two points to rememberi list
on the right the key words of the ideas or facts you
have decided_are most important for each topic. Do not
do this until after you have read a section and thought
about it. This is most important;

Rprite:

Go back over the lesson immediately Cover the right ncno
side of the-paper and check the headings on the :eft:
Ask__yourself, "DO I remember what this section was about?"
or "Can I answer this question?" If you find that you
cannot you know that you must look at the key words; or
even go back to the book if necessary, in order to restudy
the particular part which you did not understand or have
forgotten. Step 4 is very important. Givihg_yourSelf an
it quiz on what you have_just studied is the best
possible way to prevent forgetting.



Practice 2itil you can recite on the entire study guide
without referring to the key wordt. Then practice some
more. This extra practice is what really pays off;

Review:

SOme time later, and always before an exam; go back to
your headings and questions and quiz yourself. Reread
only those parts which you have forgotten. If you have
taken steps 1, 2, 3, and 4 faithfully, you will find that
you do not have too much to restudy.

If students learn to change the headings within a chapter to

questions and then read to answer those questions; much more will

be obtained; than if they merely read and then answered questions

at the end of the chapter. Indeed, what often takes place when

we assign questions from the crrIpter ending is students read the

questions and then copy only that information which answers the

question without ever having read the chapter or designated pages.

The process of formulating questions is a thinking exercise which

tunes students into the assignment. Reading; studying, in this

way is a life-long skill that really should be tau_ght. As a skill;

it may be more important than the content and concepts of the

subject.

Occupational litorAture Appliction

The occupational literature in data processing consists

heavily of computer-generated user's guides. These generally

include a detailed table of contents and a number of short,

titled, topics per page. Seldom do users read the entire guide

at one time. Rather; they use only those sections needed to solve
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a particular problem. Efficient use of surve;iing techniques (L

surveying the table of contents; and 2; skimming subtitles) can

faCilitate this process

Exercise 13: Textbook AD 1 cation

Select a portion of the chapter you assign in the seventh or

eighth week of class and practice the SQ4R method;

Teaching SQ4R

Students have already learned how to locate the subject and

main idea of a paragraph and how to distinguish these from

information that is merely supportive; In the final "paragraph"

assignments they practiced recording information in much the same

manner as they will for SQ4R. This Should facilitate SQ4R

instruction. On Monday explain surveying and have the students

practice in class on the chapter currently assigned. Wednesday

have them prepare guesti-ans from some of the headings, either

individually or as a group. They can continue this exercise for

homework. Friday the read and record steps can be presented and

compared with the subject/main idea work they have already done;

Reading and recording can be practiced on the homework assignment

and discussed the following Monday.

Teacher-made notes on the reading can be shown on a transparency;

on the board, or a ditto to allow students to check their own

notes Wednesday the recite and review steps are introduced with

students pairing-up to quiz each other from the left-hand subject
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column. 3eginning 4ednesday night; they should be expected to

utilize the SQ4R method on their assignments. The next t.

Fridays; and sporadically thereafter, StUdentS can quiz each

other on their notes while the instructor walks around the room

noting whether each student has followed the correct procedure.

At the beginning Of :;he next chapter; students should again be

required to perfo__ the survey step in class and suggest some

guide questions derived from the chapter headings. Review of

the other steps should take place as needed;
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SECTION 6

RECOGNIZING AND RECORDING COMPLEX INFORMATION



Section

Recadnizinq anc recording COMblek Information

Data processing literature often highlights three important

lOgical relation-ships, classification, causality and comparison.

-:la-s-sifiCati-cin; in its simplist form is simply listing. DiscussiOn

of causality are straightforward: errors, messages and the related

problem, mechanical failures and their causes, Comparative infor-

mation, thOugh is largely limited to visual presentations in charts.

Classification and causality are easiest to see and reMetber if the

notes taken about them have a visual impact. Each of these charting

techniques are given below,

Classification

The use of classification can be signaled by a colon (:;,

number or letters, or wordt such as "thete include," At other

times it is simply introduced by a statement as in the example

above. Since outlining is the easiest way to record classifica-

tion, information may be originally presented in this form. If

not, students can construct their own outlines.

5:1 The APL_ClaSSification provides account control
the following items:

number of workspaces authorized
IP shared variable quota

shift ;.authorized

0 session timing maximums and defaults
(UNI=COLL, 2-2)
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5:2 Versatility a hidden strength.

Both the 732 and '33 KSR and ASR terminals are
equipped with either USASCII or CAUDOTT/CITT
codes and a choice of line interfaces. This makes
tnem ideally suited for application in:

Point-to-point communications networks.
miComputer timesharing systems;
iiHigh-volume data entry operations; for processing
of orders; credit histories and invoices;

High-speed remote input-output of a central compuer.
Computer systems and peripheral data communications
networks for program input/output and off-line
storage.

(Texas Instruments; a; 1)

There are many concerns about the impact of the computer.
Most of these can be classified into four groups: 1) auto-
mation, 2) threats to privacy 3) loss of individuality and
regimentation; and 4) abuse of power. (Yazsonyi; 1977; 12)

Concerns about computers

1. automation
2. threats of privacy
3. loss of individuality and regimentation
4. abuse of political power

In addition_to the financial and statistical data required by
governmental agencies; business enterprises must furnish
annual reports to stockholders, and various data_to customers,
creditors; and the general public. Some external data needs
have their counterparts within the organization. Payroll
records, for example;_ provide necessary internal data and
also form the basis fOr financial and personnel reports to
the government and to unions;

Internal needs fall broadly into two classes: operations and
control; First; a tremendous amount and variety of routine
operating documents are necessary as evidence of (1) primary
transactions with customers and vendors; and (2) subsequent
activities involving production;personnel; materials; equip-
ment, and accounting. For example, the issuance of a purchase
requisition indicating a departmental need for materials may



start a chain of events requiring the completion of many
additional forms and records. might include a
request for quotation;purchase order, receiving record;
inspection report; inventory record, and_voucher check
in addition to necessary accounting entries.

The second internal need is fbr data to be compiled in
informative reports_for use in analyzing progress; deter-

pOlicV, solving problems; and planning actions of
the future. The mach- discussed "information revolution"
of recent years has created a whole new dimension in data
rocassing; The objectives of data processing now extend
far beyond the routine handling of transaction documents
and records of -other types. Providing management with
timely inf _ition to facilitate greater control and
improved det_isionS has become increasingly important;
(Arnold, Hill, and NithOlS, 1978; 3)

internal data needs

A. Coerationsdocuments of
I; transactions with customers and vendbrs
2; production, personnel,_ materials; equipmen

and accounting activities
a. ex: purchase order

B. Control roports for use in
1; analyzing progress

determining policy
3; solving problems
A. planning future actions

Causality and Procedure

At times data processing manuals present prose discussion of

causality; These usually relate mechanical or programming errors and

their causes. Such information can be recorded in an easy-to-

remember visual format in a two or three column chart; While it may

not be prattical for students to record all such information in

charts; initially the recording process focuses their attention on
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causal relationship. In addition; al- tires it is important

to have c ready reference for certain key information.

T.4. _

a character does not code properly a grounding clip
lead at the character encode driVer OUtpUt_Will enable
a stat4c check for those_diodes which should be conducting
for tne code. By grounding two or more such points the
multiple detection circuitry can be checked; The reference
voltage at the Liulti-recognition comparator should be
approximately 3;5 volts. Two or more characters the voltage
1eVel thbuld drop to approximately 2.5 volts or less
causing the comparator output to become "high" which gates
to the controller through the interface a multi=retOgnition
bit (CO2'0) active; (Scandata, 2250/1 TrOUblethddting, 15)
(OL, =4, 12, 42)

Problem _Troubl-shooting

Character codes
incorrectly

Exercise 14

grounding clip_lead at character encode
driver output to check circuitry.
Voltage should be 3.5 (2.5 for two
or more characters)

Construct your own chart fbr thit data processing problem.

When a non-recognition occurs and all codes for recognition
are presentin_the FCR as shown by the Corrac display it is
usually indicative of a failure in the_FOM section. The
orob1em can be isolated in_most cases_by removing the FDM
boards, one at a time initially, until recognition takes
place. Care should be taken when repTacing diodes or
adding dibdes for new design on the FDM board that they
are placed in the proper direction that is; with the
cathode (end with the bard) always connected to the hori=
zontal line. This is the only place in the_system where
this occurs. Diode masks, Feature Matrixi_Character Encode,
Feature Encode Matrix boards all connect the_tathOde to the
vertical._ If a multi-recognition_ OCCurt_it is bett to
approach the problem, here again in H/T Display mode; by
turning off the character that should recognize by
grounding the character encode driver input. It then
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lo.:2cOhS a 7atter of checkirc: he FPal:urP rnrip Register
atairs: tn.a. FDM boards. :bid)

Probler Te.oubleShOOtinO

rft.udh more common in data processing is the use of flOW -charts

which are diagrams of -either causality or procedure. Since the

construction of TIOw charts is an important part of a data processing

curriculum, it will not be discussed here. Please refer once again,

though; to the section on reading flow charts in Section 4 (Nragraph

Comprehension and Illustrations).

Comparison
_

The final logical relationship to be discussed is comparison.

Comparative discussions are not common in data processing texts or

manuals. However, comparison charts are. StUdehtS need practice

in correctly reading such charts; including instruction to pay

attention to footnotes; captions; and introductions. Charts such

as those below can be used as examples with the instru'tor asking

Questions such as compare the height; in centimeters; of a recogni-

lion ;4 a document transport and scanner" (See Figure 17; 18).
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Figure 17: Charting
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Fire 12

See Table I below for conductor sizes for different lengths of
wiring runs 'Lg keep the voltage drop to 2 volts or_less under a
1-bed of 4Q amperes at a conductor temperature of 40° C.

';::RING CONDUCTOR SIZES AWG CU OR EQUIVALENT

One-»a
Lengtn Pun
Ft. .

UP to 37 (11)
37 tb 67 (ii to 20)
67 to 91 (20 to 28)
91 i.6 45)

115/230 v. Single Phase
3 Wire

Al Three Conductors

No. 2 ANG Cu
No. 6 AWG Cu

4 AWG CU
NO. 2 AWG Cu

One=WaV
Length of_Run
Ft.

120/208 v. Three Phase
4 Wire

All Four Conductors

f.o. 50 (15)_ No. 8 AWG Cu
50 to 73 (15 to 24) Nb. 6 AWG Cu
7 to 123 (24 tO 37) NO; 4 AWG Cu

123 to 1q7 (37 to 60) No; 2 AWG Cu

(Ibid)
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Exercise 15: Textbook Application

Select three paragraphs or sections from the text assignment

fbr weeks nine; ten or eleven that present classification and

causality or procedure discussed above and complete a note Chart

on them. In addition, locate on comparison chart;

Classification

2.

3;

Pg.
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Causality

2.

3;

Comparison Chart: Topic Page #

Teachilig Students to Recognize and Record Complex_ Information

Chart notetaking as demonstrated here can be introduced anytime

after week six, whenever it is appropriate for your text. Reading

comparison charts may be discussed even earlier. ClattifitatiOn and

causality charts need not be pt-esented at the same time; For con-

venience sake, it is assumed here that both will be introduced during

weeks nine, ten, o. eleven; Each form should be presented on a
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separate day; One or two sample paragraphs or sections can be given

and the students can construct the charts as a class. Related homework

assignments should be given as soon as the appropriate text selection

are covered.
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REFERENCE NOTES

1. Thornton, L.J. and Lee, T. Develoicincl_and_WiveTing
Reading InterVention Strategies for Pennsylvania
Vocational Teachers of Spacial deeds Students. _Final
Report. On progress.); Six curriculum guides for
specific occupational specialties are in varying stages
of completion.

Ibid._ Support research demonstrates deceptive nature
of mean_as measure of central tendency in occupational
curricular literature readability research.

3. ThOrntOni L.J. Overcoming Disadvantage By Reading
Deficiency: The Cloze Teaching Technique._ Journal of
Studies in Technical Careers (Publication Pending). The
material included herein was adapted from the abOVe
article and includes substantial_direct quotation per
copyright agreement provisions with the publisher;
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